2012 and Avatar: The Movies, the Myths, and the Meaning!

Dr. Delbert Blair will explore the movies 2012 and Avatar, the Myths and the Meanings of what is and is not! Abundance will launch the Stop Playing Tour with a tribute to Malcom X and Finally disclose what exactly the top Playing Tour really is.

Jan. 18, 2010 - PRLog -- Dr. Delbert Blair is a historian, lecturer, engineer, poet, minister, researcher, educator and metaphysician. He applies the oral tradition of the griots, along with extensive and pragmatic research. He is the founder, director and chief consultant of “THE META/CENTER” located in Chicago, Illinois.

Dr. Blair speaks comprehensively on over one hundred different topics! He has hosted his own radio show and makes innumerable appearances on radio and TV talk shows. He is frequently invited to and has spoken at hundreds of universities, colleges, churches, prisons, organizations, public/private associations and family gatherings.

Dr. Delbert Blair is an engineer, research scientist, meta-physic teacher and historian of the highest level. For over 30 years he has been the director of the Meta Center in Chicago since 1973, a former pastor of his own church and has lectured & answered questions in over 200 forums on various topics like: "The Facts & Myths about 2012, ancient History (Khemetic, Moor, Murish, Incallian), Comparative Religion, Wholistic Health, Safety Engineering, Herbestry, Monatomic and Nano Research, Metaphysics, Hypnosis, Electronic Diseases, Magnets and Diodes, Mind Investigative Technologies, Conspiracies and UFO Research!

“To spend an evening with Brother Blair is to ride a light beam through the cosmos!” Dr. Blair requires that anyone who attends his lectures (or presentations) should bring a pad, pencil or pen to take notes. He will also be doing PRIVATE MEDITATION WORK SHOP.

Also at this Lecture will be Abundance Child, the Autonomous Goddess of Moorish American Culture. She is a Chieftess Navigator of the Under Ground as CEO of Common Cents Consulting. She works diligently as a promoter of Social Sub Cultures and Economic Sustainability via National Concepts. She is a Unifying Factor of the People as She is "Always for the People”. She will be launching the Stop Playing Tour at this event with a Tribute to El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz and finally disclose to the people what to expect from the Tour.

Joel Benjamin will be doing a most vital water display for the people to create an awareness of the different levels of alkalinity and acidity that many of us are unaware of as we consume various brands of bottled water or otherwise.

Get your Early Bird DISCOUNT Tickets NOW and Come Early Because Seats Are Limited!!! CALL NOW for Info: 347.546.5978 or go to:www.TIMETOGETUPNOW.NING.com.

###

Common Cents Consulting is a Firm specializing in Venture Culturalism...creating Economic Sustainability via Social Sub Cultures.

--- End ---
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